ABSTRACT
Physicians in clinical settings are constantly seeking label-free imaging modalities
with superior sensitivity and resolution. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
has demonstrated great clinical potential, but complicated optics and poor conversion
efficiency of CARS signal photons has limited the use of endoscopic CARS.
Optimization of optical systems for maximal signal collection for rapid, low noise
endoscopic imaging is essential. In vivo CARS imaging collects a large backscattered
signal from forward CARS, obscuring structures with dimensions similar to the excitation
wavelength. This is the first model to accurately determine the effect of scattering in
multiple tissue types on CARS imaging. By characterizing the radial location of the
backward CARS signal from sub-wavelength features and backscattered forward CARS
signals from larger scatterers, methods are developed to collect both images
simultaneously. Numerical methods are utilized to demonstrate how the focusing
objective, focal depth, collection method, and object of interest impact CARS imaging.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy enables high
resolution, chemically selective imaging of biological samples without the use of contrast
agents or fluorophores and has been demonstrated with video rate speed and sub-micron
resolution. In addition, coupling with fiber optic and micro-optics technology, the
resulting CARS microendoscope eliminates the need for contrast agents or fluorophores
during the intraoperative and interventional procedures in clinics and thus shortens the
time and cost for the stringent FDA approval process for the new medical imaging
modality. In this chapter, the current intraoperative imaging modalities and the working
principles of CARS are introduced. Then, a presentation on the current state of
microendoscope development for the competing label-free modalities and the current
status and challenges of CARS microendoscopy are provided. Finally, the clinical
potential for CARS microendoscopy is discussed.
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1.1. Intraoperative Cancer Diagnosis Needs and Applications
In the diagnosis and treatment of cancer, there is a great difficulty visually
differentiating cancerous tissue from unaffected tissue in vivo. Traditional confocal
microscopy cannot distinguish cancerous tissue from healthy tissue without staining and
a well trained eye. The staining process greatly increases the time required for accurate
tissue identification, thereby increasing the time required for biopsy surgery. Confocal
and two photon fluorescence (TPF) intraoperative endoscopy complicates surgery by
requiring fluorophores or fluorescent markers be applied correctly. Unfortunately, such
contrast agents are considered the same as drug compounds by FDA and must be cleared
by the lengthy and costly FDA approvals process and shown to be biocompatible.
Therefore, alternate strategies for achieving microendoscope imaging with no labels is
highly desirable in a clinical setting and actively investigated.

1.2. Current In Vivo Endoscopy Modalities
Microendoscopy is an important means for physicians to view structures that lie
beneath the penetration depth of conventional microscopy methods. Physicians have been
interested in viewing the internal structures of the human body since Albukasim (9361013 A.D.) first used reflected light to inspect the cervix [1]. The development of
endoscopic techniques would remain stagnant until the 19th century, when developments
in endoscope design allowed for the visualization of the urethra and bladder by multiple
physicians. The first examination of the peritoneal cavity, or laparoscopy, was attempted
in dogs in 1901 and performed by a small group of physicians within 10 years [1].
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Endoscopy slowly gained in popularity throughout the 20th century, but was not until the
development of the video computer chip in 1986, allowing for magnification and
projection of images onto television screens that endoscopic surgery became integrated
into the discipline of general surgery [1]. A great deal of effort has been invested in the
development of probes optimized for Optical Coherence Tomography, Confocal
Fluorescence, Two Photon Fluorescence, and Second Harmonic Generation (SHG).
Although many probe designs exist for wide-field imaging, only nonlinear laser scanning
imaging techniques are detailed here since these techniques closest resemble CARS
imaging [2].
1.2.1. Optical Coherence Tomography
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a label-free imaging modality relying
on low coherence interferometry to measure the reflection of light from the layers of the
specimen. OCT was first described in 1991[3]. Since its discovery, OCT systems have
been refined and optimized to improve the axial resolution to 2-3 μm in research systems
[4] and 5-9 μm in commercially available microscopes [5, 6]. OCT has been shown in
previous studies to be capable of differentiating cancerous tissue from healthy tissue and
locate anatomical structures of interest for surgeons. With the numerous clinical tools
available for OCT imaging, OCT microendoscopy is becoming a modality for visualizing
fine structures of interest during surgery. Despite the widespread use of OCT in clinical
settings, its spatial resolution is insufficient to visualize cells. There, OCT is rather
limited in differentiating abnormal tissues such as tumor or tumor margins from normal
tissue. OCT is very good at differentiating tissues with defined structural boundaries,
however cancerous lesions lacking well-defined boundaries can be difficult to visualize
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with this modality. As a structural imaging modality, it also does not provide other
functional information of the specimen under observation, e.g., presence of other
macromolecules or proteins in the cells. A more sensitive and specific modality with
better spatial resolution as well as molecular spectral information of disease-relevant
proteins is highly desirable for many applications where small tissue and cell feature
identification is necessary.

Figure 1.1 Niris Endoscopic OCT and histologic images of a rat caverous nerve taken
in the (A, B) longitudinal section (C, D) oblique section (E, F) cross-section – Taken
from [7].
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Figure 1.2 Niris endoscopic OCT images of (A) Normal bronchial
mucosa showing epithelium (white arrow) and lamina propria (black
arrow) (B) and tumor area of the same patient showing loss of
identifiable microstructures. (C) OCT image example of an “optical
fracture” of a small cell carcinoma showing ragged line between two
bright regions of subepithelium. Scale Bars 1 mm. Taken from [8]
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OCT microendoscopy is a relatively mature field with commercial systems
becoming available for certain clinical applications [9]. The first OCT endoscope was a
prototype for imaging arteries with light delivered via a single-mode fiber-optic
Michelson interferometer with a rotating scanning micro prism shown in Figure 1.4 [10].
Other studies using rotational scanning have been completed but it is a seldom utilized
method for OCT microendoscopy today [11,12].

Figure 1.3 Catheter-endoscope design in the center of the lumen of a vessel. The
fiber is contained in the rotating shaft and micro prism rotated to scan the
circumference of the vessel. Taken from [10].
Another style of OCT endoscope is based upon longitudinal scanning for linear
imaging paths of tissue rather than circumferential [13-15]. Endoscopes based on
longitudinal scanning removed the Michelson interferometer, replacing it with two 90:10
couplers and a circulator, providing a 4.1 dB improvement in power by reducing the
power required to measure the reference signal. This design utilized a galvanometer to
linearly move a stage which was translated to the optics at the distal end of the probe.
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This design is better suited for imaging large lumen structures than the rotating method.
In rotating systems, there is a very small probability of the endoscope being centered
within the structure being imaged, causing parts of the structure to be out of focus as the
endoscope scans the circumference of the structure of interest.

Figure 1.4 Linear-scanning galvanometer where rotation of the galvanometer shaft
is translated to liner translation of the carriage. Taken from [13]
Due to the difficulty of the miniaturization of the scanning mechanisms and
the endoscope’s need to withstand harsh environmental conditions, it is desirable to
remove the scanning mechanism completely from the endoscope. Designs utilizing a
long (up to 300 mm) graded-index (GRIN) lens endoscope remove the focusing
optics, measurement system, and scanning mirror from of the endoscope [16]. This
design provides several advantages over integrated endoscope designs, notably the
ability to simply remove the endoscope tip for sanitation between patients without
compromising the entire imaging system, a vital requirement for clinical imaging
suites serving many patients daily.
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Figure 1.5 A) Schematic of the rigid OCT endoscope where: SLD=superluminescent
diode, FPC=field polarization controller, PD=photodiode and B) image of the rigid
OCT endoscope. Taken from [16].
To realize video rate imaging in small probes, many OCT endoscopes have been
designed to utilize resonant fiber scanners or microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
mirrors as scanners. Resonant fiber scanners are fast scanners using a piezoelectric
actuator to scan a single mode fiber (SMF) cantilever [17]. Although the fiber optic
scanning methods have been demonstrated to produce real-time OCT endoscopy, this
method can have hysteresis problems and scan uniformity and coupling efficiency cannot
be guaranteed, especially at large scan angles [18]. Due to these issues and the
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advantages MEMS provides, most recent research into real-time OCT endoscopy has
been in the development MEMS scanners [19,20]. MEMS devices are only a few
millimeters in dimension, maintaining probe miniaturization and can be mass produced to
be inexpensive [21].

Figure 1.6 A) Schematic of a PZT actuated fiber scanning OCT probe. B)
Image of the fiber optic cantilever while resonating. C) Photograph of the
microendoscope. Taken from [17]
1.2.2. Fluorescence Imaging
Fluorescence microscopy is an imaging modality for imaging biological tissues
through the application of external fluorophores or targeting structures with intrinsic
fluorescence within the sample that emit light at a unique wavelength when optically
excited [22]. The signal wavelength is optically filtered from backreflected excitation
light and unwanted fluorescence excitations [22]. For in vivo imaging, there exist a
limited number of FDA approved dyes for clinical usage, however fluorescence
microscopy is a powerful technique for in vivo imaging in research settings. Widefield
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fluorescence microscopy is limited to the imaging of structures near to the surface as well
as in its resolution. To enhance the resolution and provide axial resolution, confocal
fluorescence microscopy is utilized. Confocal fluorescence microscopy was first
described by M. Minsky to enhance microscopy resolution at the expense of signal
intensity by the rejection of out-of-focus light by a spatial pinhole [23]. Several
commercial probes are available for confocal endoscopy [24, 25]. These probes are
capable of true video rate imaging using either scanning mirrors or Nipkow disks to
rapidly scan the image [25-27]. However, in rejection of out-of-focus light, the
penetration depth is limited, to achieve better axial depth and sectioning in a fluorescence
probe, nonlinear microscopy is required.
Two-photon fluorescence (TPF) microscopy is an imaging modality in which two
identical photons of frequency ω, typically in the infrared spectrum, are absorbed raising
the energy of the fluorophore to an excited state [28]. As the fluorophore relaxes from its
excited state, it emits a photon of a higher frequency, typically in the visible spectrum.
Two distinct types of TPF exist, two-photon autofluorescence (TPAF) in which the
structures being imaged function as fluorophores and two-photon excited fluorescence
(TPEF) in which an externally applied fluorophore is imaged. Two-photon fluorescence
has been long known [29] but did not become a commonly used modality for biomedical
applications until its integration with laser scanning microscopy in 1990 [30]. TPF
displays sub-micron resolution due to tight focusing of the excitation beam required to
produce high photon flux in the focus, creating favorable conditions for the instantaneous
absorption of two photons by a single flurophore. TPF has clinical use in dermatology for
skin cancer diagnosis [31] as well as numerous in vivo uses in research settings [32, 33].
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Two-photon fluorescence (TPF) endoscopy requires more complicated optics than
OCT, but has followed a similar path of development to OCT endoscopy, with the first
fiber-based design utilizing a single GRIN lens and a microprism for cylindrical imaging
[34]. Since the first demonstration of TPF endoscopy, many forward looking endoscope
designs have been proposed for TPF imaging, which are divided into three main
categories similar to those in OCT endoscopy: GRIN relay lens endoscope with macroscale scanning mirror; GRIN lens endoscope with PZT scanning fiber; and GRIN lens
endoscope with MEMS scanning mirror.
The least complex method of creating a TPF endoscope is to use a GRIN relay
lens to extend the depth of the focal point from a standard microscope objective
[31,35,36]. Here, a scanning microscope is utilized to scan the laser on the back face of a
microscope objective which focuses the light into a GRIN relay lens. The GRIN lens
focuses the light into the tissue and collects the signal. The signal propagates back
through the optical system before being separated from the excitation light by a dichroic
mirror for detection, which can also capture second harmonic generation (SHG) by
choosing the appropriate filters [37].
In many cases it is not possible or practical to place the sample under a scanning
microscope for imaging, thus miniaturization of this design is required. For the system to
have greater clinical value, it must be portable, requiring light to be delivered via optical
fiber. A portable design utilizing a macro-scale scanning lens and focusing optics with
light delivered to the system by optical fiber has been demonstrated [38]. However, the
large dimensions of this portable device would likely render this device unwieldy to a
physician during surgery.
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Further miniaturization is required to create probes that surgeons can easily
manipulate during surgery. PZT fiber scanning endoscopes based upon the OCT PZT
fiber scanning endoscopes have been demonstrated for TPF and SHG imaging [39].
PZT based endoscopes for TPF and SHG utilize double-clad fiber, rather than the
SMF typical in OCT endoscope designs, with the core carrying the excitation light
and the inner cladding collecting the signal [40, 41]. Raster scanners based on PZT
cantilever scanners have been demonstrated by combining resonant scanning in one
dimension and nonresonant scanning in the orthogonal axis [42] The drawbacks
discussed for PZT OCT fiber scanning design apply to TPF and SHG PZT fiber
scanning endoscopes as well. Just as in OCT endoscopy, MEMS scanning mirrors are
chosen to provide reliable performance in TPF and SHG endoscopy [43]. It has been
shown that MEMS scanner based systems are capable of dual imaging and

Figure 1.7 A) Optical drawing of portable GRIN based endoscope and excitation
scheme and B) Soldworks drawing of the system including dimensions. Taken from
[38]
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femtosecond laser microsurgery in a single probe [44]. Although MEMS devices
provide reliable and stable scanning in an inexpensive, compact package, the small
clear apertures and deflection angles lead to a limited number of resolvable points
which has only recently been improved to match the 512x512 pixel resolution of
resonant fiber cantilever scanners [45, 46].

Figure 1.8 A) SHG image of a mouse cervical tissue collected with a PZT actuated
endomicroscope exhibiting similar imaging quality to B) microscopy image taken
with a 20 x 0.95 NA objective with the FOV equal to the endoscope image. Taken
from [41].

1.3. Label-Free Non-Linear Microscopy Modalities
1.3.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is a label-free imaging modality
in which a beam is evenly split into two, with the optical path length of one beam set and
as the second is adjusted to provide variable delay between beams [47]. The beams are
combined and focused on the sample, with the resulting interferogram collected by an
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infrared detector then Fourier transformed to recover the original spectrum of the sample
[47]. This imaging technique been demonstrated to analyze bacteria and cells, as well as
to analyze the constituent parts of these structures, namely nucleic acids, lipids, and
proteins [48]. Initially an extremely slow imaging method utilizing mapping methods in
which image acquisition could take up to 30 hours, advancements in detection schemes
have accelerated image acquisition to approach video-rate with up to 8 frames per second
[49-51]. Focal plane arrays (FPAs) are arrays of thousands of infrared detectors originally
designed for military use, but the availability of these devices for civilian research has
allowed for collection of spectra across the entire field of view of the image, eliminating
the need for scanning and greatly accelerating image collection [50, 51]. Although FT-IR
has been demonstrated to produce images of cancerous and benign tissue with high
chemical selectivity, it is limited to imaging material surfaces or extremely thin material
slices as signal is collected in the forward direction [50, 52]. Forward detection is a major
disadvantage for intraoperative imaging that can be solved through the use of attenuated
total reflection FT-IR, but this imaging modality is completely limited to the imaging of
tissue surfaces [50]. Real-time FT-IR imaging has recently been realized to provide realtime chemically selective imaging in tissue, however the current methods of accelerating
imaging will need to be highly modified to produce a clinically practical endoscopic tool
for physicians use for cancer diagnosis and intraoperative surgery.
1.3.2. Stimulated Raman Scattering
Yet another label-free imaging modality is stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
microscopy. This modality was first reported for biomedical microscopy in 2008 by
Freudinger et al. [53]. SRS differs from spontaneous Raman imaging by using two
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excitation lasers of pump (ωp) and optically modulated Stokes (ωs) frequencies tuned
such that Δω= ωp- ωs coincides with a vibrational frequency (Ω) of interest in the sample.
When this condition is satisfied, the pump beam experiences stimulated Raman loss
(SRL), decreasing its intensity, while the Stokes beam experiences stimulated Raman
gain, increasing its intensity. The modulation of the Stokes beam allows for SRL or SRG
to be recovered from the intense pump or Stokes beams through the use of a lock-in
amplifier. The SRS signal is generated if and only if Δω matches Ω, hence as an energy
transfer process there is no nonreasonant background signal. SRS is a relatively recent
innovation for chemically sensitive imaging and shares many of the clinical applications
with CARS imaging, which will be discussed in detail in the following section.
1.3.3. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering Microscopy
Raman scattering was discovered in 1928 by C.V. Raman, who won the Nobel
Prize for his work in 1930 [54]. Russian scientist Leonid Isaakovich Mandelshtam (18791944) independently discovered the phenomenon around the same time. He called it
“combination light scattering. “ For some reason, he was not awarded Nobel Prize, but in

Figure 1.9 A) CARS energy matching of the pump pulses (ωp), Stokes pulse (ωs),
and anti-Stokes pulse (ωas). CARS momentum matching for forward (B) and
epi(C) signals. Taken from [49]
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Russian literature today, they refer to combination light scattering only. Raman
spectroscopy is a common tool used to determine the composition of materials. When
light is incident upon an atom, Raman scattering can occur in two forms, Stokes and antiStokes waves [54]. Figure 1.9, taken from [55], shows the difference in frequencies,
defined as Raman shift, of the Stokes and anti-Stokes waves in CARS imaging. The
difference in the waves is constant and defined by ωS = ωp – Ω and ωAS = ωp + Ω for
Stokes and anti-Stokes waves where ωS is the Stokes output frequency, ωAS is the antiStokes output frequency, ωp is the incident photon frequency, and Ω is the Raman shift.
Although Raman spectroscopy is useful for identifying materials, it suffers from low
signal strength (typically 1 in 107 incident photons is Raman scattered) and random
directionality of the Raman signal. These two factors result in long collection times,
particularly for biological samples, making Raman spectroscopy unattractive for many
applications and nearly impossible for in vivo applications.
CARS is a label-free, four wave mixing process, which generates a coherent
directional beam up to six orders of magnitude stronger than traditional Raman
spectroscopy [56]. This process was first reported in 1965 by two scientists at the Ford
Motor Co. for the characterization of hydrocarbons [57], but ironically was not named
CARS until 1974 by a group at Stanford [58]. CARS requires three input beams, a pump
beam of frequency ωp, a Stokes beam of frequency ωs, and a probe beam of frequency
ωp’. The quantum diagram shown in Figure 1.3 allows for visualization of the process.
Note that ωp = ωp’ for all imaging in this work, therefore the signal frequency is defined
as ωCARS =

2ωp - ωs. Momentum matching in Figure 1.9 B and C visualizes the
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momentum matching conditions resulting in the production of both forward and epidetected signals.
The CARS signal intensity is given by the squared modulus of the third order
electronic susceptibility of the material, formally as [59],
Equation 1

P (3)   (3) E P2 E S .

χ(3) is the third order susceptibility of the material, however, this term contains nonresonant quantities that introduce noise to the CARS signal. All contributions to χ(3)
are given in the following equation [59],
Equation 2

 ( 3) 
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In (2), Ω represents the probed vibrational frequency, AR and At are constants
representing the Raman scattering and two-photon absorption cross sections respectively,
and ΓR and Γt represent the half width of the half maximum of the Raman line and the
two-photon electron transition respectively [59]. The χNR term represents the nonresonant components of χ(3). The last two terms of (2) contain the major contributions to
noise in CARS spectra. To maximize CARS signal generation, the pump and Stokes
beams must tightly focused to create a small volume of excitation (<1 μm3) to maximize
the power in the focal field while maintaining spatial and temporal pulse overlap [59].
The phase matching condition,

Equation 3
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k
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must be satisfied to maximize CARS signal generation, where kas, kp, and ks are the wave
vectors for the CARS, pump, and Stokes fields respectively and Δk is the wave vector
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mismatch [59]. From (3), it is easily observable that the CARS generation is maximized
when wave vector mismatch is minimized. The value lc is the correlation length where
the CARS signal reaches its first maximum, and constructive interference of the CARS
signal occurs when l < lc [59].
A CARS image is collected by tuning the pump and Stokes lasers to the Raman
vibrational frequency that is to be viewed, ωCARS = 2ωp - ωs. Due to high signal strength,
a single pixel can be obtained very quickly (<5 microseconds) with higher resolution than
traditional Raman techniques [58]. By raster scanning the beams across the sample, a
two-dimensional CARS image of thousands of pixels can be obtained orders of
magnitude faster than a traditional Raman image. The small excitation volume of the
lasers also allows for optical sectioning for images to be obtained at different depths
within the sample by adjusting the focal point in the z-axis. Stitching together images at
each point in the z-axis, a three-dimensional image is obtained allowing for visualization
of entire structures in tissue.
CARS microscopy tuned to the lipid vibrational frequency has been demonstrated
to produce clinically valuable morphological images for cancer lesion diagnosis and
differentiation in breast, prostate, and lung tissue [60-63]. Early diagnosis of cancer and
removing sufficient healthy tissue to achieve adequate margins during surgery to remove
cancer is essential to providing the best opportunity for positive patient outcome. During
diagnosis and surgery, tissue biopsies are excised from the patient and identified in
histology. The histological results help the surgeon to determine how much tissue is to be
removed, although much healthy tissue is removed that could be spared if a better
identification method existed. Previous work has proven CARS microscopy is capable of
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providing images of similar clinical value to H&E staining, which is the standard staining
procedure during histology during cancer diagnosis and intraoperative biopsy. Examples
comparing CARS to H&E staining are shown in Figures 1.10 and 1.11. This work
provides a tool for physicians during surgery, but utilizing microscope systems still
requires tissue to be biopsied, negating the advantage of CARS label-free imaging while
providing images equal to H&E staining in tissue identification and differentiation.
CARS will not be adopted as an intraoperative imaging modality until it is capable of
providing real-time images and feedback to surgeons, which can only be accomplished
with the development of endoscopy systems.

Figure 1.10 Images taken from [62] demonstrating ex vivo images of human lung
lesions. CARS (green) and H&E (pink and blue) images of (a) and (b) normal lung,
(c) and (d) squamous cell carcinoma, (e) and (f)adenocarcinoma, (g) and (h) small
cell carcinoma, (i) and (j) organizing pneumonia, and (k) and (l) organizing
pneumonia derived from the same patient, respectively. Scale bars: 50 μm.
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Figure 1.11 Images taken from [61] demonstrating ex vivo imaging of human
prostate gland and stroma structures using CARS and H&E staining. (A) A low
magnification image shows the position of the imaged glandular (Yellow Square)
and stroma (Red Square) areas. (B)/(C) high magnification CARS/H&E images of
the prostate gland marked in (A). (D)/(E) high magnification CARS/H&E images of
the stroma region marked in (A).

1.3.4. Towards CARS and SRS Endoscopy
OCT and two-photon fluorescence have gained widespread clinical application
due to commercially available endoscopes, making in vivo imaging easily accessible to
physicians for intraoperative imaging. Application of CARS microscopy will remain in
laboratory and research environments unless easy to use endoscopes for CARS imaging
are developed that are capable of providing physicians clinically valuable information
that cannot be provided by current endoscopic systems. Endoscopic CARS provides
many challenges including fiber optic laser delivery, miniaturized optics for focusing
both the pump and probe beams at the sample, and signal collection. Recent attempts at
CARS endoscopy utilizing probe based epi-detection scheme have been attempted with
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multiple novel scanning and collection methods, displaying improvements with each
generation.
The first attempt at CARS endoscopy utilized a miniature probe with a single
mode fiber for both the launch of the pump and Stokes beams, as well as collection of
CARS signal [64]. This probe did not include a scanning mechanism, so a mechanical
stage was used to raster scan the samples. Since the endoscope relied upon the single
mode fiber for signal collection, only epi-directed photons were collected as the fiber
effectively functioned as a confocal pinhole eliminating scattered photons [64].
Nonlinear effects, desirable and otherwise, are dependent upon the peak intensity
of the optical field at any given location, thus are more readily observed in fiber optics
than free space due to the tight confinement of light in a more active media. CARS
microscopy requires two input beams, increasing the number of possible nonlinear effects
since each beam can interact with itself as well as the other. The most damaging
nonlinear effect to CARS imaging in both single mode fibers and multimode fibers is
degenerate four-wave when carrying the pump and Stokes beams [65, 66]. Degenerate
four-wave mixing (FWM) is an optical process in which three photons, two at the same
frequency, interact as

to create a fourth photon at a unique frequency.

Unfortunately, it was discovered that FWM at the frequency coinciding with the CARS
signal,

, is sufficiently strong within SMF and MMF to cause significant

degradation of CARS image quality by collection of reflected and backscattered FWM
signal. Since FWM is a polarization dependent process, it can be suppressed through the
use of polarization maintaining fiber to orthogonally separate the polarization of the
pump and Stokes beams while traversing the fiber [67]. This method was shown to
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suppress 99% of the FWM signal in polarization maintaining fiber and has also been
demonstrated to strongly suppress FWM in birefringent photonic crystal fiber [68].
Since collection efficiency is low when the CARS signal is collected with the
single mode excitation fiber, strategies have been developed to improve the signal
collection. One such method is the placement of a photodiode at the end of the probe
surrounding the GRIN lens that delivers the excitation beams to the sample, shown in
Figure 1.12 [69]. This method greatly enhances the collection efficiency of backscattered
forward propagating CARS and SRS signals. SRS imaging using this configuration
greatly enhances the signal collection creating high quality images, however CARS
imaging in this configuration creates noisy images owing to the higher collection
efficiency of the forward propagating CARS signal as well as the forward propagating
non-resonant noise. Another method of increasing the collection efficiency is to increase
the surface area of the collection fibers. One method is to surround the excitation fiber
with a bundle of multimode fiber optics, which was shown to collect approximately 14
times more epi-directed CARS signal than the single mode excitation fiber [70]. A novel,
more complex method of increasing the surface area of the collection fibers was designed
using three collection mechanisms: a dual-clad excitation fiber that is raster scanned by a
PZT, a ring of light pipes set behind the dual-clad fiber, and a ring of multimode fibers
surrounding the probe [71]. The simulations carried out on this probe modeled collection
of backscattered, purely forward directed CARS signal in a 0.2 NA cone. This probe
demonstrated much improved performance over collection solely by the dual-clad fiber,
however the excitation source is more representative of SRS than CARS, as CARS
contains both forward and backward propagating components.
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In this study, the CARS scattering pattern was used to accurately model the
collection efficiency of different collection methods. The CARS signal is unique for large
scatterers and small scatterers, so it is valuable to collect and separate the signal from
both to collect separate images of small structures and large structures in the sample
simultaneously. It has been shown experimentally in second harmonic generation
imaging that the forward and backward components contain complementary information
about structures containing both large and small structures [72]. The SHG experiments
showed that the backscattered CARS signal was the dominant signal in some thick
tissues, while the backward signal dominated other thick tissues. This study determines
the characteristics that determine if the forward or backward signal dominates the
collected signal as well as the feasibility of optically filtering the signal from small
scatterers from that of large scatterers.

Figure 1.12 (A) Schematic of the device from [69]. The beams pass a Glan-Laser
(GL) prism then a half-wave (λ/2) plate to match the polarizations to the
polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). A 10x objective (OL) couples light into the
fiber, while the scanning fiber endoscope (SFE) at the scans the distal tip. Forward
signal is passed through an optical filter (F) and collected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) and demodulated by a lock-in amplifier (LIA). (B) Closeup of the SFE. A
piezoelectric drive (PZ) scans the fiber circularly onto a GRIN lens (OL) which
relays light to the sample. An optical filter (OF) covers the square, center drilled,
photodiode that collects epi-signal.
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1.4. Conclusions
Swift, accurate diagnosis of tissue and interoperative imaging are of the utmost
importance in clinical settings for promoting positive patient outcome. CARS imaging
provides a means of accurately visualizing structures within tissues without the use of
contrast agents. Various microendoscope designs have been proposed, tested, and are
clinically available for OCT and TPF imaging, while only a single design has been
experimentally demonstrated and reported for CARS and SRS imaging due to the
complexity of the optics required. However, the major disadvantages of using GRIN
objectives in that reported design are low numerical aperture and very large axial
chromatic aberrations. The contribution of this work is to create the first computational
model that allows for an accurate theoretical simulation and systematic understanding of
the physics underlying CARS imaging in order to optimize the physical design of CARS
microendoscopes utilizing miniaturized lens based optics to allow for greater collection
of the signal while correcting the traditional optical aberrations at multiple wavelengths
such as chromatic dispersion, coma, and field curvature.
The following chapters detail each of the major modules to compose the
computational model: CARS scattering pattern modeling for determining signal
propagation direction and relative magnitudes, Monte Carlo simulation of light scattering
within multiple tissue types, and light propagation within optical components and
coupling to optical fiber. By utilizing a modular methodology, each process is modeled
separately such that the contribution of each physical effect can be quantified on the
system. The results of each model are then combined to allow for direct comparison and
performance evaluation among different optical systems.
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Chapter 2

CARS Scattering Pattern Modeling

2.1. Introduction
As was shown by Cheng et al., [72, 73] the CARS scattering pattern is dependent
upon the shape and dimension of the structure being imaged. The directionality affects
both the forward and backward signal intensity as well as the solid angle in which the
signal is directed. This directionality allows for the possibility of epi-detection of initially
epi-CARS signal and backscattered forward CARS signal, which is a distinctly different
condition from the entirely forward propagating signal in stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) [74]. Although SRS generates a noiseless signal, it is difficult to collect in the epidirection since all signal collected in this direction must be backscattered, potentially
limiting the types of tissue that can be imaged to strongly scattering tissue. CARS signal
propagates in the forward and backward directions in nearly all cases, allowing the
possibility of stronger signal collection. Therefore, knowledge of the CARS scattering
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pattern is required to accurately model the collection efficiency of a CARS
microendoscope and to compare it to other imaging modalities.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis
The theoretical analysis detailed in this section outlines the work of Cheng et al.
and Volkmer et al [73, 75]. For an objective lens with NA/n greater than 0.5, the paraxial
beam approximation for Gaussian beams no longer holds true and the tightly focused
beam approximation must be considered. The focal field is described in cylindrical
coordinates by

Equation 4
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Where gm(α) equals (1+cos(α)), sin(α), and (1-cos(α)) and Jm is the Bessel
fucntion for m=0, 1, 2 respectively. The wave-vector is defined as kj=2njπ/λj for λj
defined as the laser wavelength for the pump and Stokes beams. The incident angle is
defined as α and is a function of the numerical aperture of the focusing objective such
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that αmax=sin-1(NA/n). The incident field prior to the lens is assumed to be Gaussian with
a beam waist of ω0.

Figure 2.1 Figure taken from Cheng et al. [73] (a) illustrating the tight focusing
condition of a Gaussian beam into a spherical sample. (b) Figure of the polarization
vectors for the excitation beams and the induced third-order polarization.

The CARS signal generation was derived by Cheng et al. using Green’s function
analysis. The equations below represent the scaler Green’s function of the CARS field
and an approximation of |
Equation 6
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Substituting the Green’s function derivation as well as the assumption that only
the far field components of the CARS signal are important leads to Equation 7 governing
the CARS field in spherical components
( )
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Where R(R, Θ, Φ) is defined as the detector position, r is the position within the
sample, χ(3) is the third-order susceptibility of the scatterer. Ignoring the two photon
contributions at 2

,

,2

, as well as the constant nonresonant contributions to

the third-order susceptibility, the equation for χ(3) is defined as
Equation 8
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The values of ωj (j = R, p, s) are calculated by 2πc/λj, for wavelengths of 663 nm,
817 nm, and 1064 nm representing the Raman (anti-Stokes), pump, and Stokes
frequencies respectively. The value of ΓR, representing the Lorentzian width of the
resonance peak, was set to 38 cm-1. [76]
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2.3. Methodology
It has been shown that the Green’s theorem formalism leveraged in the
development of the CARS scattering theoretical model could be extended to an arbitrary
number of interacting dipoles [77]. Thus, the theoretical model is well suited to be
investigated using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). DDA is a valid and wellstudied method to model the scattering of light within structures of arbitrary shape [78].
DDA is resource intensive, requiring large amounts of memory, but a computationally
efficient and accurate method. As the name implies, DDA utilizes an array of discrete
dipoles in which the contribution of each is coherently summed to obtain a final solution.
The scattering problem is explicitly and exactly solved for each spherical scatterer within
the array, thus the only approximation in this method is the replacement of a continuum
target to an evenly spaced array of dipoles [79]. Coherent summation considers the phase
of each individual dipole at the observer, allowing for constructive or destructive
interference, shaping the radiation pattern of the object of interest. Since the model is
dependent upon the coherent summation of dipoles, large numbers of tightly spaced
dipoles are required to accurately represent the phase shift throughout the sample,
particularly for structures with sharp edges. The DDA code was implemented in
MATLAB to take advantage of the software’s internal multithreading capabilities as well
utilizing the parallel computing toolbox to take advantage of the multicore execution on
the SUG@R cluster [80].
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Figure 2.2. Visualization of a sphere model for 4 different values of N-dipoles taken
from [81].
In this work, spheres of diameters of 1.35λpump, 0.2λpump, and 0.1λpump, or 1.0125
μm, 150 nm, and 75 nm respectively are modeled as well as a thin disk of thickness
0.1λpump and diameter of 0.89λpump, or 75 nm and 667 nm. These objects are of interest for
CARS imaging as they resemble structures commonly imaged. Adipocytes contain a
large lipid droplet contained in cells that are around 100 μm in size, however Cheng et al.
reported that the scattering pattern for scatterers larger than 3λpump are well represented
by the 3λpump sphere. This work investigates the role of epi and forward directed photons,
so the 1.35λpump sphere is used which has a forward to backward ratio within an order of
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magnitude of the 3λpump sphere. This physical characteristic is useful to implementing the
model in this study as larger scatterers contain vastly more discrete scatterers to model,
saving large amounts of computation time. Adipocytes are generally easy to detect due to
their large size and are rarely targeted in clinical imaging. The ability to image small
organelles and structures such as DNA is much more interesting for cancer research.
CARS has the ability to image mitochondria and the lipid vesicles surrounding the
chromosomes, which are represented in this study by the 0.2λpump, and 0.1λpump diameter
spheres and the thin disk respectively [82].
The structures to be modeled were created by first generating a cube of equally
spaced, tightly packed spherical points. The cube was then cut into the shape to be
simulated. The spheres were defined by a specified diameter and the plane defined by a
specified thickness in the z direction and a specified radius in the x-y plane with the
optical axis specified as the z axis. All scatterers are centered at the focal point of the
objective.
After the scattering pattern was determined from the model, an array of
probabilities was generated to seed the initial direction of propagation for the Monte
Carlo simulations discussed in the next chapter. The probability at each point in the
radiation pattern was calculated by determining the magnitude of the radiation pattern
with a resolution of two degrees in the optical axis and four degrees in the azimuthal (x-y
plane) plane perpendicular to the optical axis. Ultimately, recovering the probability of
the photon being launched in any given direction is the key finding in this study, allowing
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for accurate probabilistic modeling of the photons through tissues of interest described in
the next chapter.

2.4. Results and Discussion
In all of the results in this section, a Gaussian beam is propagated along the –z
axis, differing from the results of Cheng et al., who modeled the CARS scattering pattern
of an inverted microscope. As such, the forward and backwards propagating CARS
signals are reversed here when compared to the previously reported results. Figure 2.3
shows the CARS scattering pattern for spheres of diameters of 0.1λpump, 0.2λpump,
1.35λpump, and a disk of diameter 0.89λpump and thickness of 0.1λpump. The radiation
patterns are normalized in intensity with the 1.35λpump being 85.2x stronger than the disk,
259.4x stronger than the 0.2λpump bead, and 1998.3x stronger than the 0.1λpump bead. As is
clearly demonstrated by viewing the scattering patterns, as the thickness of the object
being imaged increases in the optical axis, the forward propagating signal increases. This
phenomena was explained in detail by Cheng et al. as the Gouy phase shift in the region
of z=-λ to z=λ in which the majority of the signal is generated is equal to –π. When the
tight focusing condition is satisfied, the phase mismatch due to dispersion becomes
negligible for forward scattering, |

(

)|

. The term in parenthesis

corresponds is the Gouy phase shift which gives a coherence length of 2λsλp/(2λs-λp)
which is comparable to the length of the excitation volume in the optical axis. For this
reason, a large forward propagating signal can be obtained from bulk samples. In very
small samples, such as the 0.1λpump diameter sphere, the signal scattering pattern is nearly
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identical to that of a Hertzian dipole. As the size of the sample increases, the scattering
pattern becomes stronger in the forward direction, until reaching nearly completely
forward in the 1.35λpump diameter sphere. According to Cheng et al., the scattering
pattern changes very little for samples larger than this so they were not investigated in
this study.
Knowledge of the scattering pattern for samples of various geometries is
important for determining the ability of an optical system to be able to image its features.
If the generator of the CARS signal is much smaller than the pump wavelength in the
optical axis, such as mitochondria or cell walls, the signal is generated nearly equally in
the forward and backward directions. However for larger or bulk CARS scatterers, such
as a polyethylene bead with a diameter greater than 1 μm, nearly all CARS signal is
generated in the forward direction. Although the CARS signal is intense in the forward
direction, it is accompanied by a large noise contribution generated by the non-resonant
components of the bulk medium the CARS scatterer is embedded in.
Knowledge of the dominant propagation direction enables the ability to choose
the optimum method of collection. In optically clear samples, such as polyethylene beads
suspended in water or dry in air, the CARS scattering pattern serves as a direct model of
the collection efficiency for each of the scattering profiles. This was determined by
Cheng et al. by integrating over the cone angle of the objective lens. Integration of the
CARS scattering patterns over the cone angle of the objective lens does not remain
accurate in situations when the scatterer is embedded in turbid media. Unfortunately,
tissue is a turbid media, so microendoscope probes to be used for in vivo investigations
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cannot be accurately modeled solely by the CARS scattering pattern, but it provides a
theoretical base which can be incorporated into the models covered in the following
chapters.

Figure 2.3 This figure shows the CARS scattering pattern for spheres of diameter 3
λpump Bead (upper left), disk of diameter 0.89λpump and thickness of 0.1λpump disk
(upper right), 0.1λpump diameter bead, and 0.2λpump bead.
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2.5. Conclusions
The CARS scattering pattern describes the propagation direction of CARS signal
photons for structures of arbitrary shapes and sizes. The discrete dipole approximation
directly solves the scatterer problem for each individual scattering particle in the array
constructing the sample, and as such is a very accurate modeling method. The CARS
scattering pattern calculation is sufficient for the calculation of the collection efficiency
and optimization of the collection optics in cases in which the sample is embedded within
transparent optical media, but fails to accurately capture system response when this
condition is not satisfied. Scattering dominates the photon propagation within tissue and
integration of the radiation pattern over the objective cone angle fails to accurately
capture signal propagation and collection. To account optically opaque samples, an
accurate scattering model must be considered, which is detailed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Photon Interaction with Tissue using
Monte Carlo Simulation

3.1. Introduction
Monte Carlo simulation is a computationally intensive method that is able to
accurately attain solutions to problems of high complexity or problems consisting of
rare events. Rather than numerically calculating a solution to a problem, a large set
of test inputs are allowed to traverse a system and the results are tracked. Due to
randomness, a single input does not provide much insight into the true function of
the system, however the set of inputs and the corresponding reactions can hold
statistical significance when a sufficiently large set is chosen. Monte Carlo
simulation has been demonstrated many times to accurately model the motion of
photons in tissue and was chosen in this study for accuracy and the ease of
implementing the code [83,84].
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3.2. Theory and Methodology
The Monte Carlo simulation methods described in this section for photon
scattering within tissue follow the classical methods of Prahl et. al [85] and Wang et. al
[84]. The MCML code written by Wang has been written in MATLAB and modified to
integrate the results of the CARS scattering profile simulations for execution on the Rice
University Sug@r supercomputer cluster [80].
The decision making flow chart shown in Figure 3.1 outlines the steps in the
Monte Carlo method for tracing photon scattering through tissue, which will be explained
in detail in this section. Figure 3.2 defines the spherical coordinate system used within
the Monte Carlo simulation. The vertical axis from which the colatitude angle Ɵ is
measured is defined as the optical axis, or z-axis, when choosing the initial value of Ɵ.
However, after the initial direction is chosen, the axis from which Ɵ is measured is
defined as the direction of propagation, which is important since further calculations
determine the deflection angle from the propagation direction in scattering events.
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Launch photon from CARS
scattering pattern
Note initial direction
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Figure 3.1 The flowchart for tracing photons through the tissues in the Monte Carlo
simulations including integration with the CARS scattering pattern results.
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Figure 3.2 Definition of the angles Ɵ and Φ for the Monte Carlo simulation. [84]
First, the propagation direction for a single photon “packet” is chosen from a
weighted distribution of possible directions derived from the CARS scattering profile by
a random number generator as described in
Equation 9

(

(

))

( )

Equation 10
In Equation 9, Ɵ is the angle chosen in the optical axis, Ɵvector is the vector
corresponding to Ɵ values for each grid point in the CARS scattering pattern, ξ is a
random number evenly distributed over the (0,1), b is the probability vector for the
CARS scattering pattern, and cum. sum is the cumulative sum function. By
cumulatively summing the probability array divided by the sum of the array itself, a
distribution of subintervals corresponding to the magnitude of the radiation pattern
magnitude is obtained from 0 to 1. Subintervals are chosen by a uniformly distributed
random number generator with a range of 0 to 1. Since the radiation patterns with the
largest magnitude have the largest subintervals within the range of 0 to 1, these directions
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are chosen most frequently by the random number generator. The azimuthal angle can be
randomly sampled from 0 to 2π due to rotational symmetry in the x-y plane of the CARS
radiation pattern. Since the angular resolution of the CARS scattering profile is 2 degrees
in the deflection angle (Ɵ) and 4 degrees in the azimuthal angle (ɸ), the initial direction is
evenly distributed in the range of [Ɵ-1°, Ɵ+1] from the chosen weighted value of Ɵ in the
deflection angle and evenly distributed in the range of [Ɵ-2°, Ɵ+2°] from the chosen
weighted value in the azimuthal angle to prevent discretization of the initial propagation
directions.
Once the initial propagation direction is chosen, a propagation distance is chosen
based upon the methods of Wang chosen over a distribution derived from Beer’s Law. A
uniformly distributed random number

is again utilized, with the distance directly

related to μt, or the total interaction coefficient defined as the sum of the scattering
coefficient and the absorption coefficient (μt= μs+ μa). The scattering coefficient (μs),
absorption coefficient (μa), and anisotropy (g, utilized in scattering calculations) for all
materials were found from literature values [87]. There are broad ranges of literature
values for the absorption, scattering, and anisotropy coefficients of the same tissue types,
caused by the difficulty of the experiments to determine these values. Variations in
samples, detection equipment, boundary conditions, and light propagation model all
contribute to frequent disagreement between reported material optical properties [87].
Equation 11

( )
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Material

μs

μa

g

Albedo

Lung 1

35.9

8.4

.95

.2340

Lung 1 Low g

35.9

8.4

.75

.2340

Lung 2

324

8.1

.75

.025

Lung 2 High g

324

8.1

.95

.025

White Matter

51

1.58

.96

.0310

White Matter Low G

51

1.58

.75

.0310

Gray Matter

60.2

2.63

.88

.0437

Low Skin

200

1.8

.90

.009

High Skin

187

2.7

.81

.0144

Liver

313

2.3

.68

.00735

Table 3.1 Table of material properties for the Monte Carlo simuations.
The propagation directions are assigned to set of vectors whose total magnitude
equals one allowing for simple multiplication by the propagation distance Δs to obtain
the change in the absolute location of the photon. The vectors for each of the three
dimensions the photon can traverse are given below.
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Equation 12

( )
√
When each photon “packet” is initialized, it is assigned a weight of 1. This
variance reduction technique is quite old and known as implicit photon capture, which
serves to propagate a packet of many photons along a single path in the tissue
simultaneously [88]. Highly scattered photons provide little weight to the solution, hence
provide little information. This method is intuitive since photons traversing long path
lengths are more likely to be absorbed than those traversing short path lengths, thus less
photons following this path will be collected. The photon packet is moved upon the
direction of propagation by distance Δs, after which some photons from the packet, i.e.
weight, is absorbed as prescribed by the albedo:
( )

Equation 13

The albedo ΔW is deposited into the local grid to maintain the conservation of
energy. The weight is updated by subtracting the albedo from the previous weight:
Equation 14
The next step is photon scattering, in which the azimuthal angle is randomly
sampled between 0 and 2π and the deflection angle (Ɵ) is determined by a probability
distribution according to the Henyey and Greenstein function:
Equation 15

(

)
(

)
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(

Equation 16

{

[

] })

The variable g is the anisotropy of a given material, which is a measure the level
of isotropy in scattering, with a value of 0 indicating isotropic scattering and a value near
1 forward-directed scattering. With the values of the deflection and azimuthal angles
chosen and the previous direction vectors defined as μx, μy, and μz, the direction vectors
of the photon packet can be updated:
(

Equation 17

) √
) √

(
√

The above equations are valid unless the photon direction is nearly parallel to the
z-axis, i.e. | |

, when the following equations must be utilized:

Equation 18

( )
This process is repeated until the photon either escapes the tissue surface or falls
below a prescribed minimum threshold weight (i.e. 0.0001). When the weight is below
the threshold, the photon is given a 1 in m (m=10) chance of surviving the interaction
event by Russian roulette. A random number generator is once again used to determine
the outcome of the interaction.
Equation 19

⁄
⁄
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Skin, lung, liver, white matter, and gray matter were modeled using the
parameters defined in Table 3.1. Upon exiting the tissue and entering the immersion
water, scattering and absorption are neglected due to the extremely low scattering and
absorption coefficients of water, hence propagation of photon packets in water was
accomplished through simple ray propagation [89, 90].
Accuracy of the Monte Carlo method depends upon the simulation of large
numbers of photon packets. Any single photon packet does not carry much statistically
relevant information due to the effects of randomness, but by averaging the results of a
large number of photons the simulation results become statistically significant. In this
study, each run contains 5 million photon packets which are individually propagated until
each packet is absorbed or exits the tissue. Since this study is concerned only with the
collection of signal photons, the energy of absorbed photons is deposited within the tissue
grid space but not rigorously tracked to improve computational performance. The
properties of each photon packet exiting the tissue that are rigorously recorded are exit
location, elevation angle (Ɵ), and azimuthal angle (Φ), photon weight, and the initial
propagation direction.

3.3. Results and Discussion
Three sets of five million photon packets were tested for each of the CARS
scatterers described in Chapter 2 at focal depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, and
300 μm in each of the tissue types. The absorption characteristics and surface locations of
the exiting photon packets at each focal depth are analyzed and their implications
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explained in this section. The CARS scattering pattern for each of the four previously
described scatterers is used to seed the initial photon packet direction in the MC
simulation, thus it is essential to confirm proper function of the directional seeding. The
CARS scattering pattern is integrated over both the forward and epi-directions to
determine the relative probabilities of photons being propagated in both directions. To
determine if the seeding system functioned correctly, the initial propagation direction of
each of the 5 million photons in a single run at each depth was tracked and summed. The
sum of the forward and epi-directed photons was then divided by the total number of
photons propagated in this test, 45 million, to obtain the relative percentage of photons
initially propagating in each direction. This percentage was compared to the predicted
percentage by integration over the CARS scattering pattern, with the results displayed in
Table 3.2, with the maximum deviation from the predicted CARS scattering direction for
a single 5 million photon packet run in parenthesis. As Table 3.2 clearly demonstrates,
the initial direction seeding is very near to the values predicted by the CARS scattering
pattern calculation, with a maximum deviation from the predicted relative direction for a
single 5 million particle run of 0.0547% from the predicted value.
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0.1 λpump
Diameter
Bead

0.2 λpump
Diameter
Bead

1.35 λpump
Diameter
Bead

.1 λpump
Thick Disk

CARS Scattering
Forward

51.9926%

85.8647%

99.6633%

68.5070%

MC Forward

52.0005%
(-0.0547%)

85.8673%
(-0.0340%)

99.6632%
(-0.0053%)

68.5123%
(0.0216%)

CARS Scattering Epi

48.0074%

14.1353%

0.3367%

31.4930%

MC Epi

47.9995%
(.0547%)

14.1327%
(0.0340%)

0.3368%
(0.0053%)

31.4877%
(-0.0216%)

Table 3.2 Initial propagation probabilities for forward and epi directed photons.
CARS scattering forward and epi represent predicted values calculated from the
CARS scattering pattern. MC forward and epi are the average of 45 million photons
with the maximum error for any 5 million photon set in parenthesis.
Photon absorption is a physical characteristic of turbid samples that cannot be
experimentally eliminated. Since signal photons must escape the tissue to be collected by
the optical system, absorption is an effect that must be overcome to collect signals. The
number of absorbed photon packets increases nearly linearly versus depth for all of the
scatterer profiles for photons initially directed in the forward and epi-directions. The rate
of increase in the absorbed photons is more rapid for the initially forward directed
photons. This result is expected since photons launched in the forward direction, on
average, have a greater path length required to backscatter to the surface. Another
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contributing factor is the greater number of photons launched in forward direction for all
of the CARS scatterers.
From the CARS scattering pattern, it is clear that the CARS signal propagates
in both the forward and epi-directions, directly affecting the distribution of photons
on the surface. The distribution of photons exiting the surface in the epi-direction is
a summation of backscattered forward photons and backwards propagating
photons. The photon distribution is analyzed by binning the exit locations according
to the radius from the optical axis in 1 μm steps. The binned distribution is further
analyzed by determining the initial propagation direction of the photons in each bin.
The propagation direction of the photons in each bin is normalized, i.e. a forward
propagation of 1 would infer all photons in that bin were initially forward directed.

Figure 3.3 Lung 2 weight distribution at the surface (Green line, right scale) for the
4 CARS scatterers, SRS, and TPF. Ratio of forward weight (red) vs epi (blue)
weight (left scale) versus radius from optical axis plotted as well.
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Figure 3.4 Lung 1 weight distribution at the surface (Green line, right scale) for the
4 CARS scatterers, SRS, and TPF. Ratio of forward weight (red) vs epi (blue)
weight (left scale) versus radius from optical axis plotted as well.
The green lines in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the photon weight distribution at
tissue surface for each of the scatterer models versus radial distance from the optical axis
in microns. Figure 3.3 shows the strong contribution of the backscattered photons exiting
the surface in the Lung 2 model, however in Figure 3.4 the contribution of the epidirected photons dominate the distribution for Lung 1. The backscattered photons play
much less of a role in the Lung 1 due to the higher albedo and shorter mean free path than
the Lung 2 model. This results in higher photon absorption that effects the forward
directed photons more than backward directed photons due to the longer average path
length for forward directed photons that are backscattered. The shorter mean free path
length also results in more epi-photons to be redirected on their path to the surface,
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increasing the number of absorption events and distributing the photons more evenly
across the surface. Conversely, the Lung 2 model’s high mean free path between
interactions allows for many epi-photons to exit the tissue unscattered, greatly increasing
the percentage of such photons exiting the surface.
In order to more quantitatively view the effects of tissue scattering, the projected
position in the focal field is used as a reference. For example, if a photon is backward
directed and unscattered, the position in the focal field is 0. Figure 3.5 shows the

Figure 3.5 The upper plot shows large variations in the distribution of backscattered
forward photons projected back to the focal field for the disk scatterer for each
tissue type at a focal depth of 200 μm. The lower plot shows the Epi directed
distribution, for which the majority of photons are near to the optical axis.
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distribution of forward and epi-directed photons for a disk scatterer when projected back
into the focal plane. The magnitude of the forward data in the upper image is dependent
on a few factors. The liver and lung 2 models show the strongest backscattered photon
signals with maximums at around 300 and 275 microns from the optical axis respectively.
These tissue models have the shortest mean free path between scattering and absorption
in the tissue, with the liver having a significantly lower albedo than the lung 1 tissue.
Both skin models have a mean free path higher than the liver and lung 1, but significantly
lower than the other tissue models. These 2 models of the skin show a gently parabolic
increase in weight with a center around 550 microns from the optical axis. In the tissue
models with the highest mean free path lengths, lung 2, white matter, and gray matter, the
photon weight increases with distance from the optical axis until about 400 microns, then
remains almost unchanged as the distance from the optical axis is further increased. This
figure clearly shows that backscattering is inversely proportional to the mean free path of
the photons, but also has some dependence on the albedo determining the rate of photon
absorption within the tissue. The lower plot in Figure 3.5 demonstrates that the mean free
path between scattering events has the opposite effect on backward propagating photons
than forward propagating. The gray matter, white matter, and lung 1 models which have
the longest mean free path between scattering events strongly exit the tissue with
projected positions in the focal plane very near to the optical axis. This infers the majority
of these photons are unscattered or only mildly scattered. The highly scattered liver and
lung 2 models show the epi-photons exiting the tissue to be evenly distributed in the focal
plane, with no peak near the optical axis, suggesting nearly all of these photons are
scattered at least once. The skin tissue models, with properties between the 2 extremes
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once again demonstrate characteristics without any extreme behavior. The results shown
in Figure 3.5 clearly demonstrate that in materials with favorable backscattering
characteristics, the epi-photons exiting the tissue are highly scattered while materials with
poor backscattering characteristics show nearly unscattered epi-photon distributions.
Figure 3.6 more clearly demonstrates Lung 1, white matter, and gray matter
have the longest mean free paths between scattering events and have a majority of
their power near the optical axis. The skin tissues have shorter mean free path
lengths and show 2 peaks, one near the optical axis and a second at 25 microns from
the optical axis. Liver and lung 2 have even shorter mean free paths between
scattering and show 2 peaks as well, with one near the optical axis and a second at
around 80 microns.

Figure 3.6 Magnitude normalized epi photon graph shown in Figure 3.5. These
results more clearly demonstrate the distribution the projected position in the focal
plane changes with mean free path between scattering events.
To determine the impact that the anisotropy value has upon the system, the lung 1,
lung 2, and white tissue models were modified to have higher or lower values of g as
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shown in Table 3.1. The distribution of photons in the focal plane was plotted for each of
the tissue models in for both high and low anisotropy, the results are shown in Figure 3.7.
In each model, the low anisotropic scattering model displayed stronger backscattered
photon weights when compared to models with high anisotropic scattering. This is due to
longer average path lengths for highly anisotropic scattering material due to high
probabilities to scatter at small deflection angles, resulting in many more scattering
events to cause the photons to be backscattered. The lower anisotropic scattering
materials are more likely to have larger deflection angles and are more unpredictable,
causing the photons to be backscattered with less scattering interactions on average.
Lower anisotropy values were shown to greatly increase the photon weight exiting the
tissue regardless of mean free path or albedo, making this a powerful predictor of
backscatter efficiency. The opposite effect is observed in the second set of 3 graphs in
Figure 3.7 showing the effects of anisotropy on epi photons. Models with high anisotropy
deflect the epi photons by small angles on average, resulting in exiting the tissue with a
projected position near to the focal axis. The epi photon lung 2 model shows an
interesting pattern due to its significantly shorter mean path length between scattering
events than the other two models. Since the high anisotropy model has a high
probability of small angle scattering, the photons exit the tissue with an average
projected position much closer to the optical axis than the low anisotropy model
which is almost evenly distributed within the focal plane.
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of low (0.75) and high (0.95) anisotropy value for white
matter, lung 1, and lung 2 models plotting photon weight versus radial distance
from the optical axis in microns. Upper 3 graphs demonstrating increased
backscatter in low g cases regardless of mean free photon path and albedo. Lower 3
graphs demonstrate increase in epi photons in the high g cases regardless of mean
free photon path and albedo.
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3.4. Conclusions
Detailed knowledge of the propagation of photons within tissue is essential since
scattering, not absorption, is the dominant effect. Monte Carlo simulation has been
demonstrated in many publications to accurately model photon scattering in tissue so
long as large numbers of photon packets are launched. CARS generation is a directional
process, so accurate modeling of the scattering of CARS signal within tissue requires
knowledge of the CARS radiation pattern to properly direct the photons as demonstrated
here. It was demonstrated that the mean free path and albedo are strong determining
factors for the maximum backscattered and epi directed signal exiting the tissue. It was
also shown that highly anisotropic materials are less efficient at backscattering forward
directed photons. This knowledge can allow for the prediction of the relative rates at
which initially backward directed and forward directed photons exit the tissue surface and
thus have a chance to be detected by an endoscopic system. The data shown here is
integrated in Chapter 5 with the optical system parameters determined in the following
chapter to determine the collection efficiency of each optical system for different
scatterers and modalities.
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Chapter 4

Light Propagation within Optical
Components

4.1. Introduction
The propagation of light through transparent media remains a huge field of study
to this day. Optical CAD tools such as ZEMAX have completely changed the way optical
design is done, saving the designers enormous amounts of time by automating parts of
the design process and carrying out calculations, tolerancing, and optimization. ZEMAX
was chosen to model the light propagation within the optical systems discussed in this
section to compare the collection efficiency of light throughout the systems’ field of view
(FOV).
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4.2. Theory
When light propagates through any media, it can be reflected, refracted, or
scattered. In optically transparent media, scattering probability is nearly zero and can be
neglected. Thus reflection and refraction are the only two events to be calculated. Optical
design tools are equipped with several methods to accurately model reflection and
refraction within transparent media, the most commonly utilized tools being geometrical
optics and physical optics propagation.
Geometrical optics represents a beam by a set of rays propagating in straight lines,
which do not interfere with each other, until each ray interacts with a surface. Ray tracing
can be divided into two distinct categories, sequential and non-sequential. Sequential ray
tracing traces rays in predefined order according to surface number, from first to last in
order until the image plane is reached. Although computationally efficient, careful
consideration of the optical design needs is required when using this method to ensure the
rays traced are correct, because rays will never skip surfaces (i.e. from 3 to 5) or undergo
total internal reflection, even if this represents the physically correct path. Non-sequential
ray tracing propagates a ray along the defined path until it intercepts an object, when the
ray can be reflected, refracted, or absorbed depending upon the properties of the object
struck. The ray then continues on the newly calculated path until it intercepts another
object and the process repeated. The ray can strike surfaces in any order as well as strike
a single surface multiple times or repeatedly as it would within an optical fiber.
Physical optics propagation represents a beam as a wavefront. Wavefront
representation allows for neighboring wavefronts to interfere with each other, allowing
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for more accurate representation of diffraction and other optical properties near the focus.
The additional accuracy provided through physical optics propagation is essential to
modeling small apertures such as in single mode fiber coupling, where phase determines
the efficiency of transmission. Physical optics propagation is much more computationally
intensive than ray tracing, but also more accurate. Calculating the fiber coupling integral
can be accomplished with
Equation 20

Where Fr(x,y) is a function describing the receiving fiber complex amplitude, W r(x,y) is
the function describing the complex amplitude of the beam coupling into the fiber, and
the ‘ symbol represents the complex conjugate [91].

4.3. Methodology
4.3.1. Model Design and Specifications
To model an optical system, the system must first be created by designing all
optical components within ZEMAX. An endoscope prototype mockup was built in the
lab using fiber delivered pump and Stokes beams focused onto a sample and scanned
using a translational stage. The beams were collimated from the fiber by a 10x (M-10x
Newport) objective and reflected towards the sample by a flip mirror. The microscope
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objective chosen for the endoscope prototype to focus the light into the sample was the
Olympus LUMFI 60x objective, a water immersion objective lens with an NA of 1.10.
No objectives matching the focal length, working distance, or magnification of the M-10x
or LUMFI objectives exist in the ZEMAX library, and due to the complexity of achieving
high NA, the M-10x objective was designed from a Nikon patent of a similar objective
and a 60x Olympus patented objective was chosen [92, 93]. The 10x objective design
from the Nikon patent was entered into ZEMAX, then the surface curvatures and
dimensions were iteratively relaxed using built-in optimization functions so that an
objective model with the performance of the M-10x objective could be realized. It was
found that relaxing the 60x Olympus objective from the patent objective introduced
serious aberrations to the design, particularly spherical aberrations, as the working
distance was stretched from 0.3389 mm to 1.5 mm. Due to the induced aberrations in the
LUMFI model, the objective from the patent was utilized for optical system modeling.
This substitution has a minimal impact on the modeling since the Olympus objective
from the patent have the same NA and field number, allowing for the same FOV as the
LUMFI objective. Although the models’ key optical parameters were very near to those
of the M-10x and LUMFI objectives, exact performance of the objectives could not be
obtained in the model, likely due to differences in glass choices for the M-10x model.
Since designing an objective that is free of aberrations at multiple wavelengths as the
specialized objectives utilized in CARS imaging is a daunting task, the objectives were
corrected for aberrations only at the CARS anti-Stokes signal wavelength. The
transmittance of each of the objectives was chosen by examining the objective datasheets,
but was estimated due to vagueness of the graphs in the datasheets. The two microscope
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objectives were inserted into a model with the axis translated by 90° by a flip mirror and
focused into the 10x objective. The distances between the objectives and the flip mirror
were chosen based upon the measured distance from the endoscope built in the lab. To
determine the effect of total path length on the collection effiency, the path length was
halved for both the patent and LUMFI objective models.

Figure 4.1 Ray diagrams for the M-10x model (upper image) and the Olympus
Patent objective from ZEMAX.
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Figure 4.2 Ray diagram model of the entire endoscope mockup. Fiber location is at
the leftmost focal point, sample location is at the lowermost focal point. The half
experimental optical path length model is chosen to better show the ray path within
the optics.
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Magnification
Working
Distance
Numerical
Aperture

Transmittance
@ 663 nm

Olympus
LUMFI

Olympus
Patent

Newport
M-10x

60

58.68
(2.20%)

10.005
(0.05%)

1.5 mm

.33897 mm

5.5 mm

1.10

1.106
(0.545%)

.2495
(0.20%)

82.85%

82.79%

82.72%

Table 4.1 Key optical parameters for the Olympus LUMFI objective, the Olympus
patent objective, and the Newport M-10x objective. Errors from ideal values are
shown in parenthesis.
The fiber employed in the lab endoscope was a single mode polarization
maintaining fiber. This optical model utilizes Corning SMF28 for delivering the pump
and Stokes beams to the sample due to the similar dimensions and fiber NA. The fiber
bundle utilized in the experimental investigation was constructed of six fibers, each with
a core diameter of 200 μm. Since numerous fiber bundle designs exist, designs consisting
of six and thirty six MMFs hexagonally packed inside a spherical protective cover were
modeled to demonstrate the magnitude in which the collection efficiency is improved by
including additional MMF fibers within the bundle. To construct the SMF and MMF
models, the image of the ZEMAX model was set the core diameter, 9.2 μm and 200 μm
respectively, with the fiber core material set to silica. For the MMFs in the bundle, the
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offset from the center of the SMF28 was calculated for ideal hexagonal packing of the
MMFs, which have a total diameter of 245 μm when the thickness of the fiber cladding
and protective coating is considered.
The resulting ZEMAX model allows for anti-Stokes CARS signal light to be
propagated from the sample to the fiber optic face, traversing all of the optical
components therein. The efficiency of power coupling into both the multimode fibers of
the bundle and into the SMF28 fiber was calculated.
4.3.2. Numerical Methods: Model Efficiency
In the absence of scattering, all signal photons within the objective’s acceptance
cone are collected by the SMF due to symmetry in which light retraces its path back to its
source. As is obvious from the Monte Carlo simulations, the photons exiting the tissue
are radially distributed from the center of the focal plane, making it vital to benchmark
the optical system performance, not only on the focal axis, but also across the entire
FOV. The FOV of a microscope objective is determined by the Field Number or F.N by
the relationship FOV=F.N./Magnification. The F.N. for the both the Olympus patent and
LUMFI 60x objectives is 26.5, thus the diameter of the field of view for both objectives
is approximately 440 μm.
To calculate the power coupling into both the MMF and the SMF within the focal
plane, the signal light source was moved linearly in the focal plane within the FOV.
Starting at (x,y)=(0,0), the source was moved in small steps to the edge of the FOV, since
light originating from outside of the FOV will not be collected by the microscope
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objective. Single micrometer steps were chosen except very near to the focus where the
collection is dominated by the SMF, where the step size was 0.25 μm. The coupling
efficiency of the MMF and SMF were calculated in ZEMAX using geometrical optics
and physical optics propagation respectively. For all calculations, ZEMAX was instructed
to use polarization, which allows for the effect of reflections to be included in
calculations, a critical requirement for accurately calculating fiber coupling.
Since modeling the power coupling to the multimode fiber requires only simple
ray tracing, the geometric image analysis tool was utilized to perform the coupling
calculations. This tool uses strictly geometric ray tracing analysis to determine the
amount of power that is coupled into the MMF, defined by the image plane [81]. The
silica multimode fiber model in the image plane image was offset from the center of the
image plane to account for the position of each MMF relative to the excitation light from
the SMF28. The offset distance was the same for groups of fiber numbered the same in
Figure 4.3. The offset distance for each of the cores was 245, 490, 424.35, 745, 636.53
μm for fibers 1 through 5 respectively. Since the coupling efficiency is recorded only
across the maximum width of the MMF, a corrective factor must be applied to account
for the fill factor of the fiber cores in the region of the signal light spot projected on the
fiber bundle. To accomplish this, focal spot analysis was utilized in ZEMAX to
determine the radial position of the signal spot on the fiber bundle for each point in the
FOV. The union of the area of the donut-shaped region in which signal is deposited in the
fiber bundle and the area of the fiber cores was calculated and divided by the entire area
of the donut-shaped area to obtain a correction factor. This factor was multiplied by the
calculated collection efficiency of each point in the FOV.
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Figure 4.3 Diagram of a 36 fiber, hexagonally packed bundle. The SMF carrying the
excitation beams is red. MMF are numbered such that equidistant fibers from the
SMF are numbered the same.
Since geometric optics cannot accurately calculated the coupling efficiency of a
SMF, physical optics propagation was utilized. In order to model ray-like propagation,
the excitation source was chosen to be a very narrow (<400nm) Gaussian source. The
Gaussian source was offset in the FOV by steps of 250 nm due to the sensitivity of the
SMF collection efficiency. The coupling efficiency was calculated by Equation 20 and
stored for use in combining models.

4.4. Results and Discussion
The coupling efficiency was calculated for the model with the distance from
the flip mirror set to experimental values and to half of the experimental distance.
The ideal coupling efficiency was also computed by using the maximum coupling
efficiency to create a flat coupling efficiency for each fiber across the FOV. Figure 4.4
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displays the coupling efficiency versus the distance from the center of the focus in
the focal plane for each of the optical path distances and the ideal coupling case for a
single fiber from each equidistant fiber set numbered in Figure 4.3. From Figure 4.4,
it is shown that no signal is collected by any of the fibers in the bundle when the
position in the focal plane is within 23 μm from the center of focus. This light is not
coupled to the bundle because it is projected onto the SMF and its protective
coating, as well as the protective coating and cladding of the innermost MMF of the
bundle (labeled fiber 1 in Figure 4.3). As the position in the FOV moves away from
the focal point, the coupling efficiency decreases for each of the fibers constructing
the bundle. The decrease in coupling efficiency is caused by an increase in the angle
of incidence on the fiber face since the NA of the M-10x is greater than the NA of the
MMF increasing the reflections at the air fiber interface, as well as light collected by
the patent objective being reflected off of the flip mirror and missing the entrance
pupil of the M-10x objective. Figure 4.4 clearly shows that the radius of the system
FOV is not the predicted value of 220 μm, but is instead approximately 93 and 138
μm for the experimental distance and half of the experimental distance respectively.
The reduction in system FOV is not caused by the objective focusing light into the
sample, but by the collimated light exiting the focusing objective, being reflected off
the flip mirror, and missing the entrance pupil of the 10x objective to focus the
signal into the fiber bundle. Hence, decreasing the path length from the 60x
objective to the 10x objective increases the FOV by allowing more light to enter the
entrance pupil of the 10x objective. Figure 4.5 visually demonstrates rays within the
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FOV of patent objective being outside of the entrance pupil of the M-10x objective in
the model with the optical path length half that of the experimental system.

Figure 4.4 This figure displays the coupling effieciency for the optical system for
optical path lengths of experimental distance (top left), half of the experimental
distance (top right), optimized collection efficiency within the FOV (bottom left),
and the SMF collection efficiency (bottom right).
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Figure 4.5 Figure of the optical system with light emitted from the FOV at a radius
of 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 μm from the optical axis showing light coupled by the
Olympus patent objective model (lower objective) being projected outside of the
entrance pupil of the M-10x model (upper objective).
Since the fiber cores constructing the bundle do not completely occupy the
area of the bundle, the collection efficiency must be corrected for the fill ratio of
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each set of equidistant fibers constructing the bundle. The coupling efficiency is
normalized across the FOV by considering the contribution of each of the
equidistant fibers and summing their contributions, i.e. the contribution of all 6
fibers labeled “fiber 1” is included in the normalized “fiber 1” results. Figure 4.6
displays the normalized data and demonstrates the important role the fill factor
plays in determining the overall efficiency of each set of equidistant fibers.
The SMF28 collection efficiency is shown in the bottom right image of Figure
4.4. The collection efficiency of this fiber is extremely sensitive to the position of the
light source in the FOV, approaching zero at just 1.5 μm from the focal point. The
collection efficiency falls rapidly due to the small core (9.2 μm diameter) and low NA
(0.14) of the SMF28. The collection efficiency is unaffected when changing the
optical path length between the experimental value and half the experimental value.
This is expected since the SMF28 fiber lies directly on the optical path and even
small deviations of the focused signal in the bundle plane will cause the light to miss
the SMF core. No normalization is needed for the SMF28 collection efficiency
because the SMF28 along the central optical axis, thus has a fill factor of 100% for
the regions in which signal light is coupled to it.
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Figure 4.6 This figure displays the coupling effieciency normalized for the area over
the entire radius of the FOV for the experimental optical path length and half of the
path length (top row, L and R respectively), as well as at the optimal collection
across the FOV and the total bundle collection efficiency of the model under each
condition (bottom row, L and R).

4.5. Conclusions
The collection efficiency of the MMF bundle and the SMF was recorded
throughout the FOV for the optical path distance utilized in an experimental setup as
well as half of this distance. It was demonstrated that the bundle efficiency was
highly influenced on the optical path length due to the projection of the collimated
beam from the microscope objective onto the 10x objective. The total collection area
of the fiber bundle plays a crucial role in determining the total collection efficiency
of the system. To improve to area, dual clad fibers (DCF) have been tested, but suffer
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from strong FWM generation and with few polarization maintaining options readily
available as off the shelf components, particularly with favorable optical properties
at the CARS pump and Stokes wavelengths. Another, less significant issue with using
DCF is the inherent crosstalk between signal and pump beams, which can be
avoided by signal collection with MMF bundles.
This study demonstrates the importance of properly designing the collection
optics in addition to simply maximizing the collection area. A dedicated system that
is carefully designed to take advantage of the capabilities of the full field of view of
the focusing objective will allow for still greater collection efficiencies by increasing
the distance from the focal point in which collection efficiency is maximized while
simultaneously increasing the FOV of the endoscope.
As was discussed in Chapter 1, there are many different collection schemes to
maximize signal collection for TPF, CARS, and SRS. The following chapter will
compare the system demonstrated in this chapter to simple epi collection by placing
a detector directly after the high NA Olympus patent objective and to large area
photodiode collection surrounding the focusing objective as in the work of Saar.
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Chapter 5

Combining Models for Optical System
Comparison

5.1. Introduction
The previous chapters have detailed each of the important areasto consider when
determining the collection efficiency for CARS imaging of tissue. The CARS scattering
pattern, CARS signal scattering within tissue, and the performance of the optical system
all contribute to the performance of the microendoscope system. Understanding the total
impact on the image quality due to these effects requires combining the models, which
will allow for the optimization of future CARS microendoscopes with specialized usages.
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5.2. Methodology
In Chapter 3, the CARS scattering model was combined with the Monte Carlo
tissue scattering model with rigorous photon tracking and storage of the photons exiting
the tissue. Here, the results of the Monte Carlo simulation are used as inputs to the optical
systems described in Chapter 4 as well as the large photodiode detection described by
Saar et al to determine which system functions best under different conditions.
From the Monte Carlo model, the exit location, direction, weight, and initial
propagation direction are stored for each photon packet exiting the tissue. The photon
collection calculation follows several steps. First, the set of photon packets are
propagated from the tissue surface to the objective surface, which is assumed to be flat
for simplicity, according to the stored exit angles and locations from the Monte Carlo
simulation. The photon packets incident on the objective are tested to ensure that the
angle of incidence on the objective is within the objective’s numerical aperture. Finally
the photon packets are projected back into the focal plane of the objective. The position
of the photon packet must be within in the field of view in the focal plane in order to be
collected and coupled into the infinity corrected microscope objective.
Since the optical system modeling is computed by radially varying the ray
position within the focal plane, the photon packets that project within the field of view in
the focal plane are assigned to a bin based on the distance from the center axis of the
objective. The total weight of each bin is then modified by the collection efficiency for
photons radiating from that position within the field of view to determine the detected
signal. To determine the photodiode detection, photons were propagated to the
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photodiode surface. The photodiode was assumed to be a high numerical aperture model
(NA=.96) [94] since such a detector provides maximum signal detection.
This methodology computes the total weight of the photon packets collected,
which is equivalent to the signal intensity collected. Since each photon packet was
assigned a value of one at during the Monte Carlo simulation, the maximum value of the
signal collected is equivalent to 5 million, i.e. the number of photon packets launched in
the Monte Carlo simulation, hence the results are arbitrary values. The relative values of
photon weight collected allows for direct comparison of optical systems collection
efficiency.
To determine each system to resolve scatterers of different sizes, the total weight
of the Monte Carlo results from each scatterer are normalized to that of the 1.35λpump
bead. This sets the maximum collected signal of the 1.35λpump bead to 5 million, however,
the scattering pattern of this scatterer is 1998.3x more intense than the 0.1λpump bead. In
this example, the maximum possible detected signal for the 0.1λbead is 2502.1.
Normalizing the results of the Monte Carlo simulation in this way prevents overstatement
of the systems’ detection capability of small scatterers by considering the reduced signal
generated by smaller scatterers.

5.3. Results
To determine the impact of the optical system for the patent objective with the
experimental optical path length, half of the experimental path length, and for optimal
collection bundle collection. The bundle collection efficiency for the non-normalized disk
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scatterer was compared for 3 tissue types with very different scattering characteristics:
liver, low absorbing skin, and white matter. The results are presented in Figure 5.1. These
figures show that the collection efficiency for both the forward and epi detection are
significantly impacted by the optical configuration, with the collected backscatter signal
(forward) showing slightly higher enhancement than the epi directed signal in each of the
equidistant fibers. This figure clearly demonstrates that improving the collection
efficiency of the outer fibers is more important to enhancing signal collection at deeper
imaging depths than at shallow imaging depths. Since the optimal fiber collection is most
representative of a well-designed microendoscope system in which the optics are
matched to provide stable performance throughout the field of view, this model is utilized
for the results presented in the remainder of this work.
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Figure 5.1 Epi collection (upper 6 graphs) and forward collection (lower 6 graphs)
of a disk scatterer in Liver, Low Skin, and White Matter models. The signal
collection enhancement for the half of the experimental optical path model and the
optimal fiber collection models over the experimental model are plotted against
focal depth in micron. Note the Fiber 5 graph is normalized to the ½ distance model
since no signal is collected by Fiber 5 in the expeimental configuration.

With the effects of differences in the optical system determined, it is
important to determine the effect of different tissues on each scatterer. Figure 5.2
show the bundle collected epi and forward signals respectively. In Figure 5.2, the
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scatterers with strong epi signals on the optical axis show strong collection for gray
matter and white matter with the lung 2 and liver models, which are high scattering
tissues, displaying the lowest collection. The 0.2λpump bead and 1.35λpump bead
models have their maximum epi signal off of the optical axis, all models display
some collection enhancement with depth, but the liver and lung 2 models show the
largest enhancement as well as collect the largest amount of signal at low depths but
fall off rapidly. Since the maximum magnitude of epi-CARS signal does not lie on the
optical axis, the bundle has a lower probability of collecting any signal since even
small angle scattering events will result in large variation in the projected position
in the focal plane in which the FOV is measured. In these cases the short mean free
path between scattering events and low probability of anisotropic scattering in the
lung 2 and liver models is advantageous for increasing the collection efficiency by
multiple scattering events leading to the projected photon position in focal field to
be within the FOV. The forward signal collection efficiency is inversely related to the
epi collection in most cases. The lung 2 and liver models show strong backscatter
collection due to highly isotropic scattering and low absorption probabilities.
Tissues with long mean free paths between scattering and those with highly
anisotropic scattering have the lowest backscatter collection efficiency due to the
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Figure 5.2 Total bundle collected epi-directed signal (upper 6 graphs) and forwarddirected (lower 6 graphs) for each of the tissue scattering models for each of the 4
CARS scatterer models normalized by scattering intensity, SRS, and TPF versus
depth. The legend applies to all graphs in the figure. Note there is no epi signal in
SRS since all signal is colinearly propagated to the excitation beams in the forward
direction
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Figure 5.3 Innermost 6 fiber (“Fiber 1”) collected epi-directed signal (upper 6
graphs) and forward-detected signal for each of the tissue scattering models for each
of the 4 CARS scatterer models normalized for scatterer intensity, SRS, and TPF
versus depth. The legend applies to all graphs in the figure.
large number of interactions required for the photons to backscatter as well as the
larger depths these photons propagate into the tissue. The backscatter collection is
in good agreement with the results from tracking the backscattered photons in
Chapter 3. It should be noted that the collection of the initially epi signal is stronger
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than the backscattered collection in all cases except for the highly forward directed
1.35λ bead and the wide angle epi signal of the 0.2 λ bead.
The collection of the innermost 6 fibers is shown in Figure 5.3. Utilizing just
these fibers to collect the signal decreases the total signal intensity collected, but
increases the ratio of epi detected photons to forward directed photons. This
distinction is important because the nonresonant noise in CARS is forward directed.
By maximizing the epi-detected to signal, the CARS signal to noise ratio can be
increased. To more clearly demonstrate the increase in the ratio of epi directed
photons collected to forward directed photons, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 were normalized
by dividing all signals by the forward SRS signal detected at each focal depth and
shown in Figure 5.4. The SRS signal was chosen since it assumes that all signal is
forward directed with a total signal intensity equal to that of the 1.35 λ pump bead.
Utilizing only the 6 innermost fibers for detection, the epi to forward directed
photon detection ratio is nearly doubled for all tissue models, indicating an increase
in the signal to noise ratio, at the expense of just over half of the collected signal
intensity. In practice, experiments will be required to determine the balance
between collecting adequate signal for rapid image acquisition while minimizing the
impact of nonresonant noise on the imaging.
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Figure 5.4 This figure shows the ratio of the detection of epi directed photons to
forward directed photons. The upper 6 graphs show the ratio for 36 fiber bundle
collection and the lower 6 graphs show the ratio for the 6 innermost fiber collection.
The collection of the SMF28 fiber was also checked to ensure that it
functioned as a confocal pinhole as had been shown previously experimentally. The
SMF28 collection results are shown in Figure 5.5. The collection of epi-directed
photons is very sensitive to the focal depth, with tissue models with the longest
mean free path between scattering events showing greatest collection and those
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with the shortest mean free path between scattering events showing lowest
collection. This is the expected result since longer optical paths through the tissue
increase the likelihood of a scattering event causing its detection to be rejected by
the SMF28 “pinhole.” The collection of forward directed photons is extremely low
for all scatterers with the SMF28 fiber. These results agree with the experimental
observations, helping to verify the function of this computational model. The SMF28
signal collection is much lower than that of the fiber bundle, but collection with the
SMF28 can be added to collection with the fiber bundle to reduce the effects of
nonresonant noise on the images.
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Figure 5.5 Collection efficiency of the SMF28 fiber for epi directed photons (upper 6
graphs) and forward directed photons (lower 6 plots) versus focal depth. Epi
detection of the 1.35λpump bead and forward detection is noisy due to the very low
levels of photon detection.
This optical system was then compared to detection using a large area
photodiode, as the previous microendoscope design for CARS and SRS imaging had
employed. Comparison utilizing the simulation results allows for direct comparison
of both systems collection efficiency without construction of multiple endoscopes.
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The photodiode collection was measured versus the radius it the observer plane, or
the plane in which the focusing objective sits. This resulted in the collection
efficiency being calculated at two distances, the working distance of the LUMFI
objective and patent objective, 1.5 mm and 0.3389 mm respectively. Figure 5.6
shows the epi collected signal of the scatterers normalized by scatterer intensity
versus the radius of the photodiode. In this model, the photodiode is assumed to
occupy and collect signal over the entirety of the objective plane. The results show
the total collected signal of epi directed photons increases very rapidly near the
center of the photodiode, then plateaus near 1350 μm with very little signal
collection past this point. The collection of backscattered photons by the photodiode
is shown in Figure 5.7. These results show that the efficient collection of the
backscattered photons requires a larger photodiode, as the total collected signal
increases to a radius of 5 mm for the highly anisotropic scattering white matter and
lung 1 models. The collection of backscattered forward photons also shows to be
much more material dependent than the epi directed photons. The material
dependence occurs due to a large variation in the backscattering efficiency,
absorption probability, and radius of the backscattered photon cloud. The highly
anisotropic scattering tissue models show poor backscattering, with over an order
of magnitude less collected signal than in tissue models with isotropic scattering.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 consider a photodiode that occupies the entire objective
lens field. In an endoscope, this is clearly not possible since the focusing objective
will occupy some of this area. To model this, a 1.5 mm diameter GRIN objective was
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placed in the center of the photodiode. The total collected signal of the photodiode
was recalculated using this new setup, with any photon previously incident on the
photodiode inside of a radius of 750 μm now considered to be incident on the GRIN
objective, hence not collected. The results are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 for epi
and forward directed signals respectively. There are a few major concerns for high
resolution CARS imaging utilizing a photodiode detection scheme. Although the total
detected signal is greatly increased, the epi photon to forward photon ratio is
reduced by more than an order of magnitude from either fiber detection scheme.
When the area of the GRIN lens is removed from the detection area of the
photodiode as in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, the epi photon to forward photon ratio is
reduced at least 2 orders of magnitude for all materials. Another concern with
utilizing a photodiode detection scheme is the physical size of the photodiode
required for signal collection. Larger probe dimensions limit the applications in
which the microendoscope can be utilized in. Lastly, photodiode detection requires
that an optical filter be integrated into the microendoscope design. This prevents
the targeting of multiple vibrational bands by tuning the pump and Stokes beams
and changing the optical filters to match the resultant signal wavelength.
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Figure 5.6 The total signal collected by the photodiode of epi directed signals from a
focal depth of 200 μm. The upper 6 graphs plot the collected signal at the Lumfi
objective working distance (1.5 mm) and the lower 6 graphs plot the collection
efficiency at the patent working distance (0.3389 mm) versus radius on the
photodiode (in μm).
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Figure 5.7 The total signal collected by the photodiode of forward directed signals
from a focal depth of 200 μm. The upper 6 graphs plot the collected signal at the
Lumfi objective working distance (1.5 mm) and the lower 6 graphs plot the
collection efficiency at the patent working distance (0.337 mm) versus radius on the
photodiode (in μm).
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Figure 5.8 The total epi directed signal collected at a focal depth of 200 μm by the
photodiode with a hole drilled for a 1.5 mm diameter GRIN objective. The upper 6
graphs plot the collected signal at the Lumfi objective working distance (1.5 mm)
and the lower 6 graphs plot the collection efficiency at the patent working distance
(0.3389 mm) versus radius on the photodiode (in μm), with 750 representing the
innermost point on the photodiode.
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Figure 5.9 The total forward directed signal collected at a focal depth of 200 μm by
the photodiode with a hole drilled for a1.5 mm diameter GRIN objective. The upper
6 graphs plot the collected signal at the Lumfi objective working distance (1.5 mm)
and the lower 6 graphs plot the collection efficiency at the patent working distance
(0.337 mm) versus radius on the photodiode (in μm), with 750 representing the
innermost point on the photodiode.
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5.4. Conclusions
The above results demonstrate the importance of the physical size of the objective
lens as well as the total core area of the fiber bundle. This study is a clear demonstration
of how strongly the scattering affects the signal collection efficiency for both CARS and
SRS imaging. For CARS imaging, the epi photon to forward photon ratio is essential to
maintaining high signal to noise ratio, as nonresonant background signal is completely
forward propagating and cannot be optically filtered from the CARS signal. This work
has shown although increasing the physical size of the detector and the number of optical
fibers in the bundle increases the total CARS signal collected, it can result in a reduced
signal to noise ratio by increasing the noise collected at a faster rate. Ultimately,
experiments will need to be conducted to determine the minimum level of signal to noise
ratio required while maintained high enough signal collection to support rapid imaging.
From this study, tissues with low optical scattering show the most promise for CARS
imaging of small structures due to strong collection of epi directed signal.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1. Introduction
CARS is a label-free imaging modality that has the potential for numerous
clinical applications in which the resolution of OCT is insufficient, the structure of
interest does not autofluoresce, or the application of external fluorophores
complicate surgery. There is a strong need for real-time intraoperative imaging with
sub-micron resolution, no application of dyes or fluorophores, and chemical
selectivity capable of providing structural and functional information not only at the
tissue surface but also below it. Previous studies have demonstrated CARS to
produce images of comparable clinical value to H&E staining in differentiating
biopsied benign and cancerous lung, breast, and prostate tissues. CARS has also
been demonstrated ex vivo to be able to easily identify structures within tissue that
surgeons currently struggle to visually identify. One such structure is the cavernous
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nerve in the prostate, which must be spared and not damaged during radical
prostatectomy, a procedure in which the entire prostate is removed, to maintain
post-surgery erectile function. However, providing an ex vivo tool for identifying
and differentiating tissue does not have a clinical application due to the proven
efficacy of H&E staining in biopsy. As such, widespread clinical adoption of CARS is
dependent upon the creation of a compact, easy to use, and robust endoscopy
system capable of generating high quality in vivo images with clinical use, both in
the hands of a surgeon and when integrated into robotic tools such as the da Vinci
Surgical System.
This study presents the first detailed analysis of the factors to be considered
for efficient collection of in vivo CARS signal photons, including CARS signal
generation direction, tissue properties impacting scattering, and optical system
properties. Efficient CARS signal collection and detection enables images to be
captured more rapidly and with higher resolution.

6.2. Realization of a CARS Microendoscope
CARS microendoscope development is currently in its infancy, with multiple
groups working to develop working prototypes. There currently exists only a single
design containing the scanning mechanism required for CARS imaging. This design
utilized a PZT scanner, similar to early OCT and TPF endoscope designs. The
development of CARS microendoscopy will follow a similar trajectory as OCT and TPF
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endoscopy, with resonant scanning mirrors or MEMS scanners ultimately chosen for their
superior stability, reliability, and low cost.
Numerous OCT and TPF endoscope designs, as well as the lone scanning
CARS/SRS design, utilize GRIN objectives. As was discovered in the development of a
GRIN objective for CARS, it is challenging to develop GRIN objectives aberration
corrected for both pump and Stokes beams. This GRIN was not optimized for three
wavelengths to include the CARS signal, which would have been required if the objective
was utilized for signal collection as well, presenting a still more challenging design task.
GRIN lenses are limited in terms of numerical aperture to about 0.6 [95], however the 2
color corrected GRIN lens used in the CARS endoscope had an NA of just 0.3. Utilizing
objectives with high NA are advantageous in both CARS signal generation and
collection. The small focal spot volume provided by a high NA maximizes the intensity
of the pump and Stokes beams within this volume, maximizing CARS signal generation.
Acceptance angle also increases with NA, resulting in less photons incident on the
objective being rejected by the optical system. For these reasons, an objective constructed
of miniaturized lenses is preferable to a GRIN lens objective as the NA can be more
readily increased while maintaining aberration correction for beams at the pump, Stokes,
and anti-Stokes signal wavelengths.

6.3. Future Directions
The most direct application of this model will be in the determination and
optimization of the collection efficiency of prototype CARS microendoscopes. Designing
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novel CARS microendoscope systems is a long, challenging process associated with high
costs and long lead times due to single probe prototype manufacturing. Access to a
model that can simulate the imaging characteristics of CARS in multiple materials to
benchmark optical systems can assist in determining optimum optical designs and lessen
the trial and error in the design process.
Future work will also involve increasing sample complexity, for example, to
model a small, optically dense tumor within a slab of normal tissue or vascular tissue.
The model complexity is limited only by the user’s ability to define material boundaries
and access to correct material properties for each of the model’s constituent structures.
Hence flat and spherical boundaries are simplest to implement, but more complicated
structures are possible. Increasing the complexity of the model will increase the
computational time, but more accurate tissue modeling and the solutions to imaging
particular structures can be obtained.
Although the results of this study are in agreement with previous experimental
studies, when CARS microendoscope probes become available, the model will be able to
be experimentally validated. The prototype modeled in this work created in the lab has
many degrees of freedom for each optical component, therefore it is extremely difficult to
determine the accuracy of this work. A dedicated CARS microendoscope system will
remove the degrees of freedom plaguing the CARS prototype model in lab, most notably
optical alignment of lens components and fiber optics.
There is a strong clinical need for rapid, high resolution imaging modalities that
do not require dyes or fluorophores to be FDA approved and complicate surgeries. The
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capabilities of surgical suites have greatly improved with each improvement in real-time
imaging, allowing for better diagnosis and identification of structures within surgery,
which in turn leads to more aggressive surgical techniques to be utilized. With many
groups working to develop the first chemically selective, label-free microendoscopes for
intraoperative imaging as well as the consistent desire of surgeons for better
intraoperative imaging, this field will continue to grow well into the foreseeable future.
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